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Do you wish your child to be toilet trained efficiently but have no idea where to begin and are worried that
it might all go wrong? t end up being confused by conflicting suggestions.s all considered custard and that
means you desperately want some solutions? possess the best transition to no diapers in nighttime  It
answers your burning queries, busts myths and misconceptions and tells you how to proceed if there are
mishaps, problems or hiccups.One reserve.The thought of potty training stresses most parents out. Potty
teaching.Throughout writing this book, I surveyed a large number of other parents who've toilet trained
their children.provide a simple three stage approach to potty teaching  I read a lot of books and articles,
searched all over the Internet and even took a course on potty training.The idea for this book came into
being when I started potty training my son. But, surprisingly, I possibly could not find one, relatively short,
clear, gimmick-free guide to potty teaching.This is the book I wish I had when I was potty training my
child. s a topic that:you may know very little regarding, and  You not only get to prevent all the mistakes
we have made, but could have answers on hand for any issues that arise.Follow the short, chunked down
chapters in Easy Peasy Potty Schooling to:help you make decisions such as whether to start out on a potty
or the toilet get a comprehensive purchasing list for all you potty training needs give you lots of tips about

preparation tasks to create toilet training go effortlessly what you do know noises difficult, messy and
filled with conflicting messages discover what actions to take when mishaps happen This book is a
straightforward to follow, step-by-step process to toilet train your child.prepare for childcare and leaving
the house  You'll have a clear direction and won&apos;Read this book and you also won&apos;t have to spend
hours looking for information on multilple web sites.get answers to common potty schooling problems Or
have you started potty schooling your child and it&apos;This book has everything you need to know about
toilet training and nothing you don&apos;t. It'll save you time, money and your sanity during this demanding
stage.  All the tools and methods you will require for toilet teaching your toddler are right here.
It&apos;What&apos;  Done.s stopping you from getting the easiest way to toilet teach your child
today?Scroll to the top and click the &apos;BUY Today&apos; button and you WILL potty train your son or
daughter - with less stress and less mess.
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 She gives you guidance and offers some very useful pros-and-cons list, and you are able to make the best
strategy for your unique schedule and your specific child! Certainly, I cannot provide all the credit to the
author, but this publication was an excellent asset and I highly recommend it. I have already been a
childcare worker for almost 2 decades and I have seen therefore many toilet teaching books come and go,
both good and bad and this is certainly one of the best I've encountered. Recommend to all or any my
potty-training parent friends and family. With simple to follow guidelines and action manuals this book
caters for busy parents, kids in childcare and parents having issues with toilet training. To any extent
further I am recommending this reserve to any mother or father who asks for my information on toilet
teaching. It really is exactly what I'd have recommended anyway just with far more fine detail and with
the added advantage of them having it as a reference help and the section on issues parents may
encounter is just fabulous! Love it! We have two more to potty teach and another along the way. I read
this publication in about one hour, highlighting as I went. Filled with applicable information, this book is all
you have to about potty training. Fully Potty Been trained in eight weeks!Update: After eight weeks our
reluctant 3 year old (who would cry when positioned on the potty) is fully potty trained after using this
reserve. That includes day time, pooping, venturing out, nap times and even overnight! We have been thrilled
and can't remember having such quick and comprehensive success!I believe this publication fits perfectly for

every parent and every child precisely since it isn't outlined for just one specific type of child. My wife
highlighted specific statements and stated them over and over when a potty incident would happen. Nothing
at all I couldn't simply google and find out myself whereas the additional book I purchased laid everything
out step by step right down to the time of day to begin.Several weeks in we sort of hit a stall. I adopted
the steps closely, however, not identically, and successfully trained my 3 yr old daughter in 3 days. Taking
away his diaper at naps was the turning stage so you can get him to poop in the potty. And incredibly we'd
only 3 mishaps out too. After that, finally, I discovered easy peasy potty training!Now we've been about
the block too many instances to give too much credit to any one thing or kid. He may have naturally been
easier to potty train than a few of our others due to personality but this publication was an enormous help
and we are thankful to god, the father for it! Toilet Training CLARIFIED and An easy task to Follow. Our
3 year old has just successfully pottied three times but seems ready. We usually focus on 20 minute timers
moving up to 30 minutes, then 1 hour and lastly wait on the kid.I can state that after potty training 5
children her overall approach is exactly what we've used except we have often used timers and more
incentives. I will try to update concerning whether Julie's methods and general approach equivalent better
success than our previews methods. She starts just a little farther spaced but this might prevent my
wife's burnout issues though her timelines for general success are virtually our experience so suffice to
say she doesn't establish you with unrealistic expectations.Her grocery list was helpful, her goals for stages
may prove helpful, her applying for grants incentives are provoking and her more tranquil, positive approach
could be exactly what will help our currently apprehensive 3 year aged potty train successfully.I found
nothing in this reserve that We disagreed with, in fact she gives plenty options to select from if you do.I
recommend this book to anyone involved in potty training their small humans, a term I love. He was potty
been trained in 2 days! This book was so helpful! Finally a thing that works!! I anticipate implementing it in
the next few days. I in fact recommend it to all or any of my friends. Good but could be even more
mindful of different family situations I like this book for the most part. I came across myself smiling
regularly when reading it. Nevertheless, it was a comprehensive disaster when I attempted it with my
second kid. I tried many times during the period of a year, quitting every time. Definitely worth the leap of

faith!Julie's perspective on keeping things light and positive really helped.Finally a common sense toilet
training book! Helps parents to keep in mind that potty training doesn't have to be challenging. She was
100% potty trained, including nap period and night, within two days! I had planned ongoing in stages and not
even concentrating on naps and night time for a few weeks, but this plan fit her learning design perfectly



and she just took off with it! She has been potty qualified for over per month now and she's not had a
single accident. (THAT I know is unusual, but apparently possible!)This book is so cheap therefore helpful,
stop reading testimonials and just BUY it! I highly recommend this publication to fresh parents - you will
love the information, research, advice, good examples, and programs provided in this publication! We have
potty trained 5 children. I enjoyed the tone of the author, this book is simple to read and relatable. I felt
such comfort reading the chapter on why parents shouldn't be concerned so very much. I also appreciated
quite definitely reading the chapter about potty training myths - very helpful, logical information to learn
and apply! What a wonderful reserve on such a difficult subject, especially for new parents!Initial Review:My
partner feels she's often not dedicated or consistent enough so she thought this book would help, up to
now it looks like it will. She also suggests “splurging” on brand-new carpeting if your child’s accidents are
poor. I got this reserve because my daughter is beginning to potty train her second boy and my son will be
training his son in several months. I thought I would find them something to make the process less
complicated.This book gives step by step solutions to make potty training easier and less traumatic for all
involved. This is actually the book I was looking for to recommend to my children. It answers many
questions and will be offering plenty of techniques most people would never think about.This book wasn't
particularly humorous but instead to the idea with a cheerful though realistic tone and without being

stuffy. Didn't stick to the information to a "T" however the recommendations sure helped prepare us! If
you are schooling or know someone who is, get this publication.With my first child, I followed a 3-day
method - and it worked perfectly for him. She had never actually sat on the potty before this. The writer
simultaneously encourages your free of charge thought and versatility while giving (occasionally tight)
guidelines. My only criticism is usually that the author makes a lot of assumptions about the reader and will
do a much better job considering all types of family situations. For instance she suggests having somebody
or grandparent watch older kids while a more youthful one has been potty trained. Imagine if there is no
need this kind of family members or friend support? In her book,Easy Peasy Potty Schooling, author Julie
Schooler has taken a distressing and often difficult subject and used humor and tips from parents who've
been there to guide a mother or father through the procedure of potty training a kid. What if there is no
need the luxury of shopping for new carpeting when you are feeling like it? The writer clearly has the
mindset of a more affluent person and may do a better work of considering all family situations. It's
wordy and meandering. We potty trained my freshly two year older soo quickly. The reserve is well crafted,
enjoyable to learn, and packed filled with tips and humor. Five Stars Thank you. A positive and
noncomplicated approach to potty-training E-book just took an hour+ to read, and has a lot of good
information with a confident attitude. I browse this book, decided on my plan, and another week I began
potty teaching. Ms Schooler's reserve cuts out all of the superfluous nonsense and gets to what you would
like to know-how to really get your child potty trained. Just so so I bought this along with a 3 day method
book. I read the other book first then tried to read this. I couldn't obtain thru this. Helped my targets!
Julie's emphasis on the child making connections was very reassuring when it had been easy to feel
discouraged because you at least experienced perhaps progress was being produced on the child's part
mentally (and it was). Skip this! Great book to learn forward and during potty schooling!!! Great, very easy
to learn book on potty teaching. I bought it prior to the actual 'process' and it was extremely helpful in
identifying a plan and giving insight into the actions and reactions of potty training. We were day time
trained with a major accident every day or two however, not poop trained and not confident enough to
venture out in underwear therefore my wife returned to the publication and outlined 4 things we weren't

following the book on:-We weren't acquiring him out of diapers as soon as he woke up-We had been putting
him back in diapers an hour before bed rather than waiting until closer to bed-We were placing him in
diapers at naps-We weren't going out in underwearSo we buckled down on those ideas. It is an easy ready
and the author gives good, simple suggestions steps for how to potty train. Loved the simpleness of this



book! I’m looking towards trying it in a few weeks. I do ignore a few of these (no screen time, for
example; I wanted to keep issues as normal as typical and significantly, without Elmo's Potty Period on the
YouTube channel, I doubt it would have been as effective) and recommend the same to other reasons, as
you know your child and situation better than any author or book. Important thing (no pun intended),
choose this up for useful assistance before and during potty schooling, and good luck! Readiness may be the
key All I can state is that both you as well as your child should be ready for the potty schooling and that
everyone inside your home are involved. Potty training my son was fast and simple because I was also
concentrate on the task at hand. ... Personally, I love to read brief books with clear instructions. My only
boy is 2 years old and we are going through the potty schooling/transitional period. for 5 years and that
encounter gave me a lot of details on how to take care of little people We used to be a nanny for 5 years
and that knowledge gave me a lot of information on how to handle little people :-). Took some notes on
whats important to us and we have been to begin our potty training trip. Hooray :-)
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